As a natural generalization of the classical Hille-Yosida theorem to evolution operators, necessary and sufficient conditions are found for an evolution U acting in i?" so that for each s > I, U(s, t) can be uniquely represented as a product integral IrJ[/ + V\~ ' for some additive, accretive generator V. Under these conditions, we further show that í/(£, f) is differentiable a.e. I. Introduction. In his landmark paper [7] , J. S. Mac Nerney establishes a one-to-one correspondence S between an evolution class 0 911 and a generator class 0 &, where 0 911 is the set of all functions U taking T = {(s, t)\s > t) into % £-(X), the bounded linear operators on a Banach space X, such that
I. Introduction. In his landmark paper [7] , J. S. Mac Nerney establishes a one-to-one correspondence S between an evolution class 0 911 and a generator class 0 &, where 0 911 is the set of all functions U taking T = {(s, t)\s > t) into % £-(X), the bounded linear operators on a Banach space X, such that With property (a) above referred to as the evolution property and property (c) referred to as the generator property, we can thus say that every evolution U in 0 911 is generated by a unique generator V in 0 & through the product integral J. V. Herod and R. W. McKelvey [4] first succeeded in extending Mac Nerney's results to the case of unbounded generators. Their theory is broad enough to include the classical Hille-Yosida theorem, which states a one-to-one correspondence between the class of densely defined w-accretive operators A on a Banach space X and the class of strongly continuous, contractive semigroups T(t) on X, where if T(t) is the semigroup associated with A, then T(t) = exp(-^4), / > 0. In other words, Herod and McKelvey are able to enlarge Mac Nerney's classes 0 8, and 0 911 to classes & and 9H, respectively, where the generator class & is large enough to contain generators of the form V(s, t) = (s -t)A and the evolution class 911 is large enough to contain evolutions of the form U(s, t) = exp(-(s -t)A). for Kin & and U in 91L.
Similar to the classes 0 & and 0 911, membership in the classes & and 91L also requires that K(-, •) in & and U(-, •) -/, with U in 91L, satisfy a bounded variation condition. The Hille-Yosida theorem itself, however, makes no such a priori bounded variation requirement on either the class of strongly continuous, contractive semigroups or on the class of densely defined, accretive operators. Yet, remarkably, one of the dramatic conclusions of this theorem is that every strongly continuous, contractive semigroup T(t) is /-differentiate for all t > 0. Herein lies the chief motivation for this paper-placing no a priori bounded variation assumptions on an evolution U, what conclusions can be made about the differentiability oi U(s, t).
II. Definitions and results. In the case where U is acting in the finite dimensional Banach space X = RN, under the sup-norm || • || with ||{*,}f_i|| = suPi<,<n|-*,|, we show in Corollary II that every norm-continuous, contractive evolution U(s, t) is differentiable a.e. in the s and t variables. Such an evolution U will be said to belong to the class %N. That is, we define %N as the class of all functions U from T into © t(X) which satisfy (i) U(s, t)U(t, r) = U(s, r) for all s > t > r,
(ii) U(s, t) is jointly continuous and U(s, s) = / for all s, and (iii) || U(s, OH < 1 for all s > t.
Corresponding to %N we define the generator class fN as the set of all functions V from T into % t(X) which satisfy The proof of this theorem will be offered after we provide the succeeding lemmas needed to prove the existence of the product integral in (i) for V in fyN and the existence of the sum integral in (ii) for U in %N.
We begin with X -> X has norm ||/1|| = sup,</<JV 2f_,M¿,|.
Proof. The determinant of a matrix is the sum of all possible signed products of its entries, one entry taken from each row and column. Thus the determinant consists of the sum of AM terms, one of which is the product of its diagonal elements. Therefore, det/l(£, f) is a continuous function and we conclude from hypothesis (i) that given / there exists ô, > 0 such that for all £ > £ G (/ -5" t + 8X) both 0 < det A(£, £) and 0 < AM, f ), / = 1, 2, . . . , N, hold.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where limÄi0 es = 0 uniformly in n. By first letting the partition a become finer and finer (i.e. n -> 00), and then letting 5|0, since g is differentiable a.e., we conclude (1) holds true. Similar arguments give equation (2), and the completion of the proof of (V) now continues along these same lines. Remarks.
(1) The preceding corollary is decidedly not true in the case X = CN. In fact, with A = 1, let £/(£, f) = exp(/(g(£) -g(f)))> where g is a continuous, nowhere differentiable, real-valued function. Then U is a norm-continuous, contractive evolution on X, but clearly t/(£, f ) has no partial derivatives.
(2) The results of this paper do not necessarily hold if the sup-norm, used throughout in conjunction with the contractive and accretive conditions, is replaced by an arbitrary norm on 7? N. Consider, for example, u(é n = í cos(g(¿) " 8{n) sin(g{0 -*a)) y*'"} [-sin(g(£)-ga)) cos(g(£)-gtt)).
acting in Euclidean R2, where g is as in (1) above. It is easily verified that U is an evolution and that for each s > t, U(s, t) is unitary. Therefore, U is a Euclidean norm-continuous, contractive evolution for which Corollary II fails. In fact, it is possible here for g to be oscillating so rapidly that even 2*,[7 -U] does not exist, thus also ruling out Theorem I. A sufficient condition for Theorem I to hold true for the present example is f,(dg)2 = 0, in which case V(s, t) = 2, [7 -U] can be shown equal to (g(s) -g(0)[°-i ¿J-(3) In [6] , Y. Komura defines the generator A(t) of a strongly continuous, contractive evolution U set in an arbitrary real reflexive Banach space E to be the strong limit of h~\U(t + A, 0 -I] as A ->0+. He is then able to characterize those evolutions U which have densely defined generators A(t) such that for x in an appropriate subset of E, A(-)x is strongly measurable and ||y4(-)*|| is monotone nonincreasing. While Kömura's results hold in a much more general setting than that of the present paper, his class of evolutions is, however, very restrictive. For example, those strongly continuous, contractive evolutions given by £/(£, f ) = e~(A()-AO)i where /', /" > 0, would not be included since U has generator /!(£) = /'(£)7 and therefore ||/4(-)*|| is monotone increasing. From the perspective of the present paper, [6] is grounded too deeply in semigroup theory (consider, for example, the choice of definition for the generator of an evolution) and does not attempt to exploit the duality between multiplicative and additive functions via the powerful tools of product and sum integrals.
